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Painting on location certainly has its
challenges. No two days are ever alike.
We have no control over the weather,

over curious onlookers wanting to stop for a
chat, or being moved on by security guards
when one starts to work on what turns out to
be private property. Yet these frustrations,
combined with the sun on your face, the wind
in your hair, the sand on your canvas or the
snow under your feet, make it all so exhilarat-
ing and exciting.
Getting started is all about planning. I get to

know the area where I want to paint by exploring
with a map and sketchbook. I spend days 
familiarising myself with the location, sketching,
taking notes on composition, colours, times of
day, where the sun sets and rises, even the
weather and seasonal conditions, as all these have
an impact on the work and on the materials used.

Sometimes things do go wrong. My painting A
Bright and Windy Day, for instance, was caught
by the wind and carried a few hundred feet along
the beach just after I had spent hours painting
the sky. When I retrieved the canvas its paint
texture had been flattened and covered in sand.
I paint outdoors all year round. In the heat of

summer, oil paint becomes like melted butter;
in winter it needs to be manipulated on the
palette with a knife to soften it slightly before
use, and sometimes it almost freezes.
I have found working on a white surface reflects

the light too much, and it can be difficult to judge
the tonal range and colour values correctly, so I
use a coloured ground on my surfaces, including
sketchbooks as the old masters did. For this, I
usually use earth colours, like a burnt umber 
and yellow ochre mix. I have experimented with
colours such as magenta or cadmium �16

The call of the wild
From the Lake District to Kazakhstan, the outdoors has a
strong attraction for oil painter Chris McLoughlin

Tian Shan 15
(The
Celestial
Mountains),
Kazakhstan,
oil on
canvas,
92x138cm
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Focus on: Chris McLoughlin’s 
A Bright and Windy Day

“When I paint on location I never know if the finished work will have a representational
feel or a more abstract construct. I have always been concerned with capturing that
moment, that raw emotional state from direct observation and translating it onto
canvas.”

oil on canvas, 50x50cm

Using a palette knife, I
begin with the lighter
tones over which I add
darker ones before using
brushes to move and sculpt
the paint. Scraping paint
away can be just as
effective as adding it.

Adding layer upon layer of
wet paint also changes
the colour value but also
the tonal range. This
section was created using
a combination of palette
knife and brushwork. The
surface was scraped off
and repainted many times
before I could achieve the
structure with the correct
tonal values.

I employed the same
method here as the sky,
using brushes and palette
knives to add the
structure, layering impasto
and then scraping away. 

I find detail difficult to achieve on a smaller
scale, but because I have chosen a medium-
size canvas, it is possible to add more
information. The paint is very thick in this
section, where it was layered impasto, and
then pulled away from the surface to let
the paint fold.

Here I am
trying to
avoid detail
yet give the
sense of
industrial
buildings on
the horizon.
So the marks
made with a
square
palette knife
are simple
and direct.

My tools
I work with palette knives,
brushes, twigs, found objects,
kitchen utensils – anything
that can be adapted to make a
mark with or into paint.  
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yellow, which can be seen in the
painting Tian Shan 15.
My first visit to the Tian Shan

mountains in Kazakhstan was in
the middle of winter where the
temperatures reach as low as
minus 45C. So painting on
location was nearly impossible;
staying warm was the most
important concern. It is a
beautiful region filled with
drama and excitement, together
with an explosive array of cool,
vibrant colour; midnight blues
with soft greys and light earth
tones give it a mysterious
appeal. I made dozens of
sketchbook drawings and colour
studies, while collecting
samples of grass, soil and leaves.
I even tried to keep snow in a
container, just long enough to
make colour and texture notes.
I love painting in the Lake

District, particularly from the
top of the fells overlooking the
valleys below, but traditional
French easels are pretty heavy
and difficult to carry. So for

these trips I use a pochade box,
or carry the canvas and work on
the ground. The weight of the
materials is important so I take
only what I need. My choices
have developed with time and
experience and are now refined
down to three canvases of
different sizes and shapes,
twelve 60ml paint tubes,
assorted brushes and palette
knives, a box of tissues for
cleaning brushes, tent pegs, two
two-metre lengths of 8mm rope,
a couple of snap-gates, spring
clips, plastic bags, hat, gloves,
down jacket and, of course, the
all important flask of coffee.
The canvas surface and size is

an important factor as the
weather changes very rapidly,
and having the ability to be
flexible and work quickly is
critical. Because of the painterly
mark making I employ, a larger
canvas provides more scope for
bolder marks and heavier
thicker paint, so a compromise
is always made. 

Biography
Based in Lancashire and inspired by the
landscape, Chris McLoughlin studied
animation and classical painting before taking
up painting full time. See more of his work at
www.chrismcloughlin.co.uk

Looking at Whinlatter and Lord’s Seat, 
oil on canvas, 27x41cm. Painted on location
from Latrigg in the Lake District. It was a
freezing January morning (-8C) just after
sunrise. This is my favourite time of year,
when the colours are crisp.
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